
Difficulty Rating: Beginner

Just Kisses
Designed by RK
www.robertkaufman.com

FACE MASK

For questions about this pattern, please email Patterns@RobertKaufman.com.

Finished size approximately 8-1/2” x 3-1/2”

Featuring
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Fabric and Supplies Needed

WELD-20339-14 
NATURAL 

WELD-20341-144 
PEACH 

WELD-20340-138 
HONEY 

WELD-20343-32 
MINT 

Fabric amounts based on yardage that is 42” wide.

A C

B D

1/3 yard 1/3 yard

1/3 yard 1/3 yard

Copyright 2021, Robert Kaufman
For individual use only - Not for resale                    

Color ColorFabric FabricName NameYardage Yardage

- Read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- All of the seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- Press seam allowances open unless otherwise noted. 
- Width of fabric (WOF) is equal to at least 42” wide.
- Right sides together has been abbreviated to RST.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!

Step 1: Fold a short end of one 35” strip to the wrong side by 1/4” and stitch in place.  
Repeat with the three remaining short ends of the 35” strips. 

From each of Fabrics A-D, cut:
one 8-1/2” x 15-1/2” rectangle
two 1-1/2” x 35” strips for the ties

Notes Before You Begin

Assemble the Mask

Cutting Instructions
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Step 2: Fold one strip in half along the length, wrong sides together, and press. Unfold, then 
bring each long, raw edge in to meet at the center. Press. Refold along the initial crease, 
encasing all raw edges, and press. Do not stitch just yet. Set both strips aside.

Step 3: Fold both short ends of the rectangle to the 
wrong side by 1/4” and stitch in place.

Step 4: Fold the rectangle in half, short ends and wrong sides 
together. Press. Position on the work surface so the fold is at the top. 
Stitch along the left and right edges, basting 1/8” from the  
raw edge.

Step 5: Stitch along the bottom edge, leaving a 4” opening in the 
center for inserting an optional filter later. Be sure to backstitch at 
both ends of the opening.

Step 6: Fold as instructed on the folding template, using a washable 
fabric marker or placing a pin to help align your folds. Press each 
fold. The resulting mask will measure 3-1/2” x 8-1/2” after folding.
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Step 7: Baste along both the left and right edges to hold the folds in place. 

Step 8: Center one strip along the left edge, enclosing the raw 
edge of the mask in the crease of the strip. Pin in place. Edge 
stitch along the open edges of the strip to finish the strip and 
attach it to the mask. Repeat for the second strip on the right 
edge of the mask.

Your mask is complete!
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Templates

1” box for 
scale

Print at 100%. Check size printed correctly using 1” box for scale prior 
to cutting fabric.

This pattern may be used for personal purposes only and may not be reproduced in any form without 
the express permission from Robert Kaufman Fabrics. This pattern is not for resale. All patterns, unless 
otherwise attributed, are © Robert Kaufman Co., Inc. 2005-2021. All rights reserved.


